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 Most of the biometric system which are used in real world application uses single 

biometric trait for authenticating the user. Also most of them uses the external feature 
like face of a person, fingerprint, gesture, voice signature etc. using these features the 

success rate and performance of those system is determined to be less which is not able 

to satisfy the user. This approach is an inchoate field in biometric technology. It uses 
two biometric features in the form of bones for authentication purpose. Here we use 

canny edge and SIFT algorithm for verification purpose. And inadequacy of single 

biometric trait is overcome by this technique 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Many real time application in recent time used biometric technology. At present there are many ways 

through which information is stolen, Confidentiality is distorted so we move on to a promising technology. 

There are two types of characteristics used in biometric are: Physiological characteristics are finger, iris, face, 

palm print and Behavioral characteristics are gait, voice, and signature. There are various ways to find the 

authenticated person but it may have various identification processes. But in biometrics system we have unique 

identities to find the person (Javier Galbally, Sébastien Marcel, 2014). Image processing technique is used in 

biometric field to convert the captured image into digital form and to perform some operations on it (Ajay 

Kumar and Yingbo Zhou, 2012). The input image can be video frame or photograph and output image can be 

anything related to that image 

Edge detection is used find the identification points in the image.Edge detection is a tool used in image 

processing particularly in the areas of feature detection and feature extraction (Javier Galbally, Sébastien 

Marcel, 2014) (Ajay Kumar and Yingbo Zhou, 2012). The main aim is to extract relevant features from the 

edges of the image. The main reason of predicting sharpness in image brightness is to get important events and 

changes. Disruption may arise with respect to depth, surface alignment, changes in material properties, variation 

in scene lighting. There are four main steps of edge detection namely smoothing, enhancement, detection and 

localization. Personal authentication has been an important aspect in many real time applications (Deven 

Trivedi, Rohit Thanki and Ashish Kothari, 2014). Biometric verification has become most prominent 

technology to solve many weaknesses in many fields and also the accuracy of personal verification fully 

depends upon the number of persons. And in order find and examine biometric image some amount of 

biological knowledge is needed which mainly depends on feature extraction. There are many biometric pattern 

which have been developed and executed which include both internal and external traits but fault and system 

tolerance is somewhat lagging in those patterns and also the biometric pattern can be copied and it is capable of 

creating artifacts which can destroy the current devices (Deven Trivedi, Rohit Thanki and Ashish Kothari, 

2014) (Ajay Kumar, 2012). The main objective prevailing in current biometric pattern is to increase accuracy 

and efficiency which is a tedious task to do when compare to the emerging threats against these patterns. The 

main aim is to secure multimedia information by biometrics. 
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For any authentication based system there occurs some threats and attacks likewise there are three 

classifications of attacks namely system - based, user- based and network-based. Intruder detection has become 

an important technique in biometrics which is used to predict and destroy the unauthorized access. Above all 

our approach is to recognize the bones of finger and skull image to detect the fake ones. We use two main 

algorithms namely SIFT (scale invariant feature transform) and median filter algorithm. There are many 

concepts and techniques developed based on SIFT. But applying SIFT algorithm on bone image is more 

promising and simple way to pursue (Mohammed Aamir Ali T and Varun Kumar M, 2014)(B.Chinna Vedi, 

B.Deepikaa, R.Gana Sowmiya and R.Saranya, 2014). It provides more security and efficiency with all kinds of 

input strategy. It is a most straightforward method to give authentication information. The main aim is to 

improve the accuracy of authentication   

 

Existing System: 

Biometrics system measures both internal and external feature of a person mainly for verification purpose. 

It is mainly developed to help companies and individuals to detect forgery. 

 

A. Behavioral traits: 

There are various behavioral characteristics that are used. There are some human unique identities like 

typing or keystroke recognition. It identifies the typing model along with time taken for space of words. By 

using this we can find out who created forged email and document in the internet. The person typing pattern is 

measured with this software (Smita S.Mudholkar, Pradnya M.Shende and Milind V. Sarode, 2012)(Jose Anand, 

T. G. Arul Flora and Anu Susan Philip, 2013). The next method is speech recognition which is used to measure 

pattern of voice and speech style. It is mainly used in criminal investigation. 

 

B. Physical traits: 

With regard to physical characteristics fingerprint recognition is used which analyze the ridges and valleys 

of fingertip. It consist of patterns such as furrows and minutiae, but if the person becomes old then the 

fingerprints will be erased and is difficult to erase. The next method is finger geometry which will catch image 

of hand and store it in database. It will analyze length, width, surface, area and thickness of their hands it is 

mainly used for attendance tracking. The next is about facial recognition that is by finding the distance between 

jaws, eyes, nose, and mouth. It uses 2D facial recognition for capturing fixed images and 3D for dynamic 

images (Smita S.Mudholkar, Pradnya M.Shende and Milind V. Sarode, 2012). Next is about iris recognition 

which analyze rings, plough and freckles of eye. In DNA recognition it uses one dimensional unique code for 

identifying required pattern. It is mainly used in military appliances. With to respect finger vein recognition 

system location and direction coding (LDC) approach is used with help of Near-Infrared light source (NIR) by 

which database connection is established (Jose Anand, T. G. Arul Flora and Anu Susan Philip, 2013). Includes 

more than 400 vein images which can be stored and processed 

 

C. Adaptable biometric system: 

This system automatically update template to the variations between the classes of operational data. The 

two advantages are solving the issues related to limitations of training data and tracking the path of temporal 

variations. Recently it received significant critics towards research community. This method has become useful 

because there is no need of collecting samples for registration and re-enrollment is not needed to adapt to 

changing environment. But there are many issues related to this method, the privacy and unjust is totally 

distorted (Ajay Kumar, 2012). For example DNA of a person can also be used to screen various genetic diseases 

also. Next causing danger to owners of biometric system. That is in order to gain access to particular device 

then the owner has to face difficulties and problems caused by the intruder (Smita S.Mudholkar, Pradnya 

M.Shende and Milind V. Sarode, 2012)(biometrics.pbworks.com). The next one is cancellable biometric if any 

authentication pattern is lost then it can be cancelled and issuable steps can be taken. Soft biometrics have low 

discrimination power so the identification performance is very much low in real time applications. 

 

1. Proposed System: 

The main aim of our system is to provide security and authentication to secured applications, here we use 

x-ray images of skull front view and finger bone (Akula.Venindra and VVNS. Sudha, 2013). The advantage of 

using this pattern is that it hidden from the user and cannot be forged. And it is non-protruding and contactless 

capture of the image which is more hygienic to the user. The steps involved in processing the images are 

 

(i) Input image converted into grayscale: 

If the color pixel are described in the intensities of 3 color images red, blue, green then there are three 

algorithms to be used. Lightness method which averages most protruding and least protruding images 

(𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑅,𝐺,𝐵 + (𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑅,𝐺,𝐵 )/2 
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The average method which averages all the three values(R + G + B)/3 

Luminosity method also averages the values but it forms the weighted average for human perception. 

The formula is0.21R + 0.72G + 0.07B 

To convert RGB to gray image the syntax used isI = rgb2gray(RGB).  
It converts true scale image into gray scale intensity of I by eliminating hue and saturation 

𝑛𝑒𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑝 = 𝑟𝑔𝑏2𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑦(𝑚𝑎𝑝)- It returns a color map equivalent to map 

 

(ii)  Remove noise present in the image using median filter: 

Median filter is a no linear filtering technique to remove noise it is pre-processing step to improve the 

results of later processing 

 

(iii) Detect the edge using canny filter: 

Edge defines the boundaries between regions. It helps in segmentation and object recognition. It is applied 

in low level image processing 

 

(iv) Compare the captured image with the database image using SIFT: 

The values we gain are arranged in matrix form and each value is compared with database using SIFT. 

Each value is compared with the threshold value in the previous step. These are the steps used in processing the 

gray scale image and finding the difference between real and fake image. It is important to protect the edges 

while reducing noise(B.Chinna Vedi, B.Deepikaa, R.Gana Sowmiya and R.Saranya, 2014). The median filter 

considers each pixel in the image in turn and looks at its nearby neighbors to decide according to its 

surroundings.The median is first calculated by sorting all the pixel values from the neighbors into numerical 

order and then replacing the pixel by considering the middle pixel value. In canny algorithm, Instead of using a 

single threshold value for the entire image, it uses hysteresis thresholding, which has some adaptability to the 

local content of the image (Jose Anand, T. G. Arul Flora and Anu Susan Philip, 2013)(B.Chinna Vedi, 

B.Deepikaa, R.Gana Sowmiya and R.Saranya, 2014)(Akula.Venindra and VVNS. Sudha, 2013). There are two 

threshold levels, th high and tl low where th>tl. Pixel values above the th value are immediately classified as 

edges. By tracing the edge contour, neighboring pixels with gradient magnitude values less than th can still be 

marked as edges as long as they are above tl. This process makes the problems less harmful when associated 

with edge discontinuities by finding strong edges, and saving the weak edges, and maintains some level of noise 

suppression. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Overall architecture of the process 
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A. Median Filter: 

The main aim is to run through the signal entry by entry replacing each entry value with the nearby value. 

In 1D signal first few patterns are followed and in 2D most complicated window patterns are used. After that 

values are sorted in the form of quick sort if there are odd number of values then the middle value is taken. If it 

is an even sequence of values then the middle two digits are taken and average is found out (Mohammed Aamir 

Ali T and Varun Kumar M, 2014). Median filtering is much useful because the values can be easily calculated. 

It is a unique filtering method that is each value calculated is different from other. This method is applicable in 

all recognition process. Filtering is defined as extracting edges in image. 

 

B. Canny Algorithm: 

  It is an optimal edge detector which is based on finding the edges by reducing the error rate and marking 

the edges which are close to the actual edge. The measure the length between edges using maximum 

suppression algorithm which reduces maximum contrast by using this algorithm we calculate magnitude values 

(en.wikipedia.org)(biometrics.pbworks.com). Based on hysteresis there are two default threshold values to be 

defined. Then we compare the magnitude value with the threshold value, if it is less than or greater than 

threshold value then it is not taken as an edge, if it is equal to threshold value then we will take all pixel values 

corresponding to that threshold value and those values are arranged in a matrix. 

 

C. SIFT(Scale Invariant Feature Transform) ALGORITHM: 

   For any object there are many features and points on the object that can be extracted to provide a future 

description of the object. These details are used to point the object in an image containing many other objects. 

SIFT details of an image provide a set of features of an object that are not affected by many of the 

complications experienced in other methods like scaling of objects and rotation. While allowing an object to be 

identified in a larger image SIFT allows objects in multiple images of the same location and taken from 

different positions within one environment, to be identified. SIFT qualities are also being compressed to the 

effects of "noise" in the image (B.Chinna Vedi, B.Deepikaa, R.Gana Sowmiya and R.Saranya, 2014)(Ajay 

Kumar, 2012). To support the extraction of these features the SIFT algorithm applies a four stage filtering 

approach: 

 

i. Scale space extrema detection:  

 This stage of the filtering attempts to identify those locations and scales that are identifiable from different 

views of the same object (Smita S.Mudholkar, Pradnya M.Shende and Milind V. Sarode, 2012). This is done 

using “scale space” function. This  technique can be related effectively using the function 

𝐿 𝑥, 𝑦,𝜎 = 𝐺 𝑥, 𝑦,𝜎 ∗ 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) 
Where * is convolution operator, G(x, y, σ) is a variable scale Gaussian, I(x, y) is an input image 

 

ii. Key point localization:  

This stage is used to eliminate more points from the list of key points by finding low contrast areas on an 

edge. This is achieved by calculating the Laplacian equation. The location of extremum, z, is given by: 

z = −
∂2D−1

∂x2
∂D

∂x
 

    If the function value at z is below a threshold value then this point is eliminated. This removes edges 

with low contrast. To eliminate edges based on low contrast it is noted that there is a large principle curvature 

across the edge but a small curvature in the perpendicular direction in the difference of Gaussian function 

(en.wikipedia.org)(esrf.eu). If this difference is below the ratio of largest to smallest Eigen vector, from the 2x2 

Hessian matrix at the location and scale of the key point, then it is rejected. 

 

iii. Orientation assignment:  

This step aims to assign a consistent orientation to the key points based on local image features. The key 

point descriptor can be represented which is close to this orientation, getting unchangeable ability to rotation. 

 

iv. Key point matching: 

Key points between two images are matched by identifying their nearest neighbors. But in some cases, the 

second closest-match may be very near to the first. It may be due to noise or something other than that 

(P.Harsha, R.Kanimozhi and C.Subashini, 2013). In that scenario, ratio of closest-distance to second-closest 

distance is taken. If it is greater than 0.8, they are rejected. It eliminates around 90% of false matches while 

discards only 5% correct matches 
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Results: 

This proposed approach is a new concept in biometric although the algorithms are existing ones. In actual 

case since the internal structures are used for authentication, forgery of those structures are fully minimized. 

And by any chance if it has been stolen matching the edges is a tedious task to do. The input given is finger 

bone and skull image and then the noise are removed by using median filter. In that the noise is removed about 

90% of the image. Since the noise is removed the image is somewhat error free for further execution. Then 

while generating template all the corners are analyzed properly to detect the edges using canny. The canny 

operator is a powerful tool in detecting appropriate edges without any faults or errors. Most of them are detected 

correctly. And after detecting it the final step is to compare with the stored image in database. While giving the 

input the actual image is not given but the simulated type image is given for processing. Since we are using 

simulated image the initial requirement will be very less when compared to actual image, so the requirement 

cost is reduced. By comparing with the database it differentiates between the true and false trait image. If it is a 

false one it raises alarm signal. The output is 92% legitimate one. Its accuracy is high. In performance strategy, 

performance and speed have increased drastically when compared to other biometric traits. Thus this method 

satisfies all kinds of performance metrics and traits 

 

Discussion: 

Biometric methods has been analyzed in different area with different input methods. But we can’t predict 

the actual output from it since its being enhanced more and more. And there is no method or output which can 

give full 100% efficiency. Instead the methods implemented according to the customer needs. This method can 

be further extended to checking other biometric trait along with bones. And it can be enhanced by using sensors 

for detecting fractured bones and alternate method of matching other biometric trait can be used. By using this, 

authentication can be made alive and forgery is prevented. 

 

Conclusion: 

This project works well in all types of security process and it prevents illegal accessing in all possible ways. 

Since there are three algorithms used it provides more security to confidential data. Median filtering is useful in 

detecting sharp edges and canny algorithm is used in detecting edges and it is adaptable to any environment. 

Canny filter is recursive and it can be computed in short amount of time and it is suitable for real time 

implementation. Another technique is SIFT algorithm which compares each matrix value with the database 

value. The experimental results shows that all the algorithms work correctly and it compatibility with other 

systems or other applications. It doesn’t distort the confidentiality and interoperability of the system. The results 

shows that it works well in all types of input strategy and its time consumption is less and it is efficient too. The 

input image is captured by using CMOS camera and it is a gray scale image. So it saves time by not capturing it 

as colored image 
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